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INVENVESTIGATION OF COMULATION EFFECTS OF ERBISOL  
According to results of carried out experiments indexes of general body condition 
and activity of white rats, which got erbisol in a dose 500 mg/kg for 30 days, the level of 
general albumen was increased and the amount of leucocytes a bit diminished, also 
preparation not considerably influences on diminishing of coefficient of mass of lights 
and increase of coefficient of mass of buds. The case of zoons absented in the flow of all 
experience. 
Key words: erbisol, comulation effects, white rats, erythrocytes, hemoglobin, total 
protein. 
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??????????????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????????? 
????????? ????????????? (M?m, n=5) 
?????? ???????? ?? 30-??????? ???????? 
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????? (??????) 6,39±0,21 7,15±0,24* 
??????????? 3,22±0,13 3,83±0,19* 
?????????? 3,20±0,12 3,26±0,11 
????? 3,40±0,14 3,37±0,15 
?????? 13,68±1,83 12,93±0,55** 
????????: ??????????????????????????? * ?<0,05; ** ?<0,01, *** ?<0,001, ????????? 
??????????????????????. 
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?????????????? (M?m, n=5) 
????????? ???????? ?? 30-???????????????? 
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??????????, ??? 0,36±0,01 0,32±0,02 
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?????????????? (M?m, n=5) 
????????? ???????? ?? 24-???????????????? 
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????, ??????? 0,51±0,02 0,56±0,02* 
??, ??????????? 3,01±0,19 3,59±0,32 
???????????????, ??? 70,93±0,91 76,81±1,30** 
??????????????. 3 
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